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ON THE GEOMETRY AND TOPOLOGY OF PARTIAL CONFIGURATION
SPACES OF RIEMANN SURFACES
BARBU BERCEANU, DANIELA ANCA MA˘CINIC, S¸TEFAN PAPADIMA1,
AND CLEMENT RADU POPESCU2
Abstract. We examine complements (inside products of a smooth projective complex
curve of arbitrary genus) of unions of diagonals indexed by the edges of an arbitrary sim-
ple graph. We use Orlik–Solomonmodels associated to these quasi-projectivemanifolds
to compute pairs of analytic germs at the origin, both for rank 1 and 2 representation va-
rieties of their fundamental groups, and for degree 1 topological Green–Lazarsfeld loci.
As a corollary, we describe all regular surjections with connected generic fiber, defined
on the above complements onto smooth complex curves of negative Euler characteristic.
We show that the nontrivial part at the origin, for both rank 2 representation varieties and
their degree 1 jump loci, comes from curves of general type, via the above regular maps.
We compute explicit finite presentations for the Malcev Lie algebras of the fundamental
groups, and we analyze their formality properties.
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1. Introduction and statement of results
Let Γ be a finite simple graph with cardinality n vertex set V and edge set E. The
partial configuration space of type Γ on a space Σ is
(1) FpΣ, Γq “ tz P ΣV | zi ‰ z j, for all i j P Eu.
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When Γ “ Kn, the complete graph with n vertices, FpΣ, Γq is the classical ordered con-
figuration space of n distinct points in Σ. In this note, we analyze the interplay between
geometry and topology, when Σ “ Σg is a compact genus g Riemann surface, with partial
configuration space denoted Fpg, Γq, with special emphasis on fundamental groups. The
partial pure braid groups of type Γ, in genus g, Ppg, Γq “ pi1pFpg, Γqq, are natural gen-
eralizations of classical pure braid groups, which correspond to the case when Γ “ Kn
and Σ “ C. When the graph is not complete, the classical approach to pure braid groups
based on Fadell–Neuwirth fibrations does not work in full generality. Nevertheless, we
are able in this note to compute rather delicate invariants of arbitrary partial pure braid
groups, using techniques developed in [11, 18].
Viewing Σg as a smooth genus g complex projective curve, Fpg, Γq acquires the struc-
ture of an irreducible, smooth, quasi-projective complex variety (for short, a quasi-
projective manifold). For such a quasi-projectivemanifoldM, important geometric infor-
mation is provided by maps onto manifolds of smaller dimension. Particularly interest-
ing are the admissible maps in the sense of Arapura [2], i.e., the regular surjections onto
quasi-projective curves, f : M Ñ S , having connected generic fiber. The admissible
map f is called of general type if χpS q ă 0. We know from [2] that the set of admissible
maps of general type on M, modulo reparametrization at the target, denoted E pMq, is
finite and is intimately related to the so-called cohomology jump loci of pi :“ pi1pMq.
WhenM “ Fpg, Γq, it is relatively easy to construct certain admissible maps of general
type on M, associated to complete graphs embedded in Γ, f : Km ãÑ Γ; see Section 2.
For g ě 2, the relevant m equals 1 and fi : Fpg, Γq Ñ Σg is induced by the projection
specified by the corresponding vertex i P V. For g “ 1, the relevant m is 2 and fi j :
Fp1, Γq Ñ Σ1zt0u is given by the projection corresponding to i j P E, followed by
the difference map on the elliptic curve Σ1. For g “ 0, the relevant m equals 4 and
fi jkl : Fp0, Γq Ñ P
1zt0, 1,8u is the composition of the cross-ratio with the projection
associated to the vertex set of the embedded K4. Our first main result, proved in Section
2, establishes that there are no other admissible maps of general type on M “ Fpg, Γq.
Theorem 1.1. A complete set of representatives for E pFpg, Γqq is given by the admissible
maps of general type described above.
A basic topological invariant of a connected finite CW-complex M related to its coho-
mology jump loci is the Malcev Lie algebra of the fundamental group pi :“ pi1pMq, cf.
[11]. The Malcev Lie algebra mppiq of a group, over a characteristic zero field k, defined
by Quillen in [21], is a complete k–Lie algebra, whose filtration satisfies certain axioms,
obtained by taking the primitives in the completion of the group ring kpi with respect to
the powers of the augmentation ideal.
Following Sullivan [23], we will say that a finitely generated group pi is 1–formal if
its Malcev Lie algebra is isomorphic to the completion with respect to the lower central
series (lcs) filtration of a quadratic Lie algebra L (i.e., a Lie algebra presented by degree 1
generators and relations of degree 2): mppiq » pL. 1–formal groups enjoy many pleasant
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topological properties, see for instance [12]. The 1–formality of classical pure braid
groups and pure welded braid groups also has strong consequences in the corresponding
theories of finite type invariants, as shown in [4].
In Section 3, we compute the Malcev Lie algebras of partial pure braid groups and
determine precisely when they are 1–formal, as follows. Our next main result extends
computations done by Bezrukavnikov [5] (for g ě 1 and Γ “ Kn) and Bibby–Hilburn
[6] (for g ě 1 and chordal graphs). Moreover, in our presentations below redundant
relations have been eliminated, for g ě 1.
Theorem 1.2. The Malcev Lie algebra mpPpg, Γqq is isomorphic to the lcs completion
of a finitely presented Lie algebra, Lpg, Γq, with generators in degree 1 and relations in
degrees 2 and 3, described in Proposition 3.2 for g “ 0 and Proposition 3.4 for g ě 1.
The group Ppg, Γq is not 1–formal if and only if g “ 1 and the graph Γ contains a K3
subgraph.
Now, we move to our unifying theme: the interplay between the geometry of a quasi-
projective manifold M, encoded by a smooth compactification M, and the embedded
topological jump loci of M. We start by recalling a couple of relevant definitions and
facts related to the topological side of this story. Fix q P Zą0 Y t8u. We will say that
M is a q–finite space if (up to homotopy) M is a connected CW-complex with finite
q–skeleton, whose (finitely generated) fundamental group will be denoted by pi. Let
ι : G Ñ GLpVq be a morphism of complex linear algebraic groups. The associated
characteristic varieties (in degree i ě 0 and depth r ě 0),
(2) V ir pM, ιq “ tρ P Homppi,Gq | dimH
ipM, ιρVq ě ru ,
are Zariski closed subvarieties (for i ď q) of the affine representation varietyHomppi,Gq,
for which the trivial representation provides a natural basepoint, 1 P Homppi,Gq. These
cohomology jump loci are called topological Green–Lazarsfeld loci for r “ 1. They
were introduced in the rank one case (i.e., for ι “ idCˆ) in [14], for a smooth projective
complex variety M. In the rank one case, we simplify notation to V ir pMq. Note that, in
general, V 1r pM, ιq :“ V
1
r ppi, ιq depends only on pi, for all r.
We go on by describing the infinitesimal analogs of the above notions, following [11].
Let pA., dq be a complex CommutativeDifferential Graded Algebra with positive grading
(for short, a cdga). We will say that A. is q–finite if A0 “ C ¨ 1 and řq
i“1 dimA
i ă 8.
Let θ : gÑ glpVq be a finite-dimensional representation of a finite-dimensional complex
Lie algebra. The affine variety of flat connections, F pA, gq, consists of the solutions
in A1 b g of the Maurer–Cartan equation, has the trivial flat connection 0 as a natural
basepoint, and is natural in both A and g. For ω P F pA, gq, there is an associated
covariant derivative, dω : A
.b V Ñ A.` 1 b V , with d2ω “ 0, by flatness. The resonance
varieties
(3) R irpA, θq “ tω P F pA, gq | dimH
ipA b V, dωq ě ru
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are Zariski closed subvarieties (for i ď q). We use the simplified notation R irpAq in the
rank one case (i.e., when θ “ idC).
We say that the cdga A. is a q–model of M (and omit q from all terminology when
q “ 8) if A. has the same Sullivan q–minimal model as the DeRham cdga Ω.pMq, cf.
[23]. In particular, H.pAq » H.pMq, as graded algebras, when A is a model of M.
The link between topological and infinitesimal objects is provided by Theorem B from
[11]. Assume that both A and M are q–finite and A is a q–model of M. Denote by θ the
tangential representation of ι. Then, for i ď q and r ě 0, the embedded analytic germs
at 1, V ir pM, ιqp1q Ď Homppi,Gqp1q, are isomorphic to the corresponding embedded germs
at 0, R irpA, θqp0q Ď F pA, gqp0q. Moreover, by Theorem A from [11], if pi is a finitely
generated group then the germ Homppi,Gqp1q depends only on the Malcev Lie algebra
mppiq and the Lie algebra of G.
Finally, assume that M is a quasi-projective manifold and M “ MzD is a smooth
compactification obtained by adding at infinity a hypersurface arrangement D in M (in
the sense of Dupont [13]). Then there is an associated (natural, finite) Orlik–Solomon
model A.pM,Dq of the finite space M, constructed in [13]. It follows from Theorem
C in [11] that this model A determines E pMq, which is in bijection with the positive-
dimensional irreducible components through the origin, for both R11pAq and V
1
1 pMq.
When M “ Fpg, Γq, we may take M “ ΣVg and DΓ “
Ť
i jPE ∆i j (the union of the
diagonals associated to the edges of the graph). We prove Theorem 1.1 by computing
the irreducible decomposition of R1
1
pAq, for the Orlik–Solomon model A “ ApM,DΓq.
When g “ 1 and Γ “ Kn, the result follows from a more precise description of all
positive-dimensional components of V 1
1
pMq, obtained by Dimca in [10]. Given a 1–
finite 1–model A of a connected CW-space M, we show in Theorem 3.1 that the Malcev
Lie algebra mppi1pMqq is isomorphic to the lcs completion of the holonomy Lie algebra
of A, introduced in [18]. This general result is the basic tool for the proof of Theorem
1.2, where M “ Fpg, Γq and A “ ApM,DΓq.
SL2pCq–representation varieties received a lot of attention, both in topology and al-
gebraic geometry. In order to describe their germs at 1 for partial pure braid groups,
together with the embedded germs of associated non-abelian characteristic varieties (in
degree 1 and depth 1), we use their infinitesimal analogs, described above. Let θ : g Ñ
glpVq be a finite-dimensional representation of g “ sl2 or sol2, the Lie algebra of SL2pCq
or of its standard Borel subgroup. To state our next main result, we need two definitions
from [18]. Denote by F 1pA, gq Ď F pA, gq the flat connections of the form ω “ η b g,
with dη “ 0 and g P g, and set ΠpA, θq “ tω P F 1pA, gq | det θpgq “ 0u. To have a
uniform notation, denote by f : Fpg, Γq Ñ S “ S zF the admissible maps from Theorem
1.1, where S “ Σg and F Ď S is a finite subset (in particular, a hypersurface arrange-
ment in S ). To avoid trivialities, we will assume in genus 0 that H1pFpg, Γqq ‰ 0. (The
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complete description of H1pFpg, Γqq may be found in Lemma 2.3; what happens in gen-
eral with the embedded topological Green–Lazarsfeld loci in degree 1 of M at the origin,
when b1pMq “ 0, is explained in Section 4.)
Theorem 1.3. In the above setup, there is a regular extension of f , f : pM,Dq Ñ
pS , Fq, for all f P E :“ E pFpg, Γqq, where D is a hypersurface arrangement in M
with complement Fpg, Γq, which induces cdga maps between Orlik–Solomon models,
f ˚ : A.pS , Fq Ñ A.pM,Dq, with the property that
(4) F pA.pM,Dq, gq “ F 1pA.pM,Dq, gqY
ď
fPE
f ˚F pA.pS , Fq, gq for g “ sl2 or sol2 ,
and
(5) R11pA
.pM,Dq, θq “ ΠpA.pM,Dq, θq Y
ď
fPE
f ˚F pA.pS , Fq, gq ,
for any finite-dimensional representation θ : gÑ glpVq.
This shows that, for partial configuration spaces on smooth projective curves, the non-
trivial part at the origin, for both SL2pCq–representation varieties and their degree one
topological Green–Lazarsfeld loci, ”comes from curves of general type, via admissi-
ble maps”. (The contribution of these curves, f ˚F pA.pS , Fq, gq, was computed in [18,
Lemma 7.3].) A similar pattern is exhibited by quasi-projective manifolds with 1–formal
fundamental group, cf. [18, Corollary 7.2]. The geometric formulae from Theorem 1.3
seem to be quite satisfactory, since in genus 1, where non-1-formal examples appear (cf.
Theorem 1.2), the purely algebraic description from [18, Proposition 5.3] (obtained by
assuming formality) may not hold, as we explain in Example 4.6.
2. Admissible maps and rank one resonance
We devote this section to the proof of Theorem 1.1. Our strategy is to compute the
irreducible decomposition of R1
1
pApg, Γqq, where A.pg, Γq is the Orlik–Solomon model
of M :“ Fpg, Γq “ MzDΓ from [13], M “ Σ
V
g and DΓ “
Ť
i jPE ∆i j. As a byproduct, we
obtain a complete description of the irreducible components through 1, for the rank one
characteristic variety V 11 pPpg, Γqq, as explained in the Introduction.
The Dupont models A.pM,Dq are defined over Q and generalize Morgan’s construc-
tion of Gysin models from [19], which corresponds to the case of a simple normal cross-
ing divisor D. Among other things, the models of Dupont are natural with respect to
regular morphisms f : pM,Dq Ñ pM1,D1q, in the following sense. When the regu-
lar map f : M Ñ M1 has the property that f
´1
pD1q Ď D, it induces a regular map
f : MzD Ñ M1zD1, and a cdga map f ˚ : A.pM1,D1q Ñ A.pM,Dq. Plainly, a graph
inclusion f : Γ1 ãÑ Γ (i.e., f embeds V1 into V and E1 into E) induces by projection a
regular morphism f : pΣVg ,DΓq Ñ pΣ
V1
g ,DΓ1q, and a cdga map f
˚ : A.pg, Γ1q Ñ A.pg, Γq.
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Moreover, A.pg, Γq “ A..pg, Γq is a bigraded cdga with positive weights, in the sense of
Definition 5.1 from [11]. The lower degree, called weight, is preserved by cdga maps
induced by graph inclusions. A simple example: A.pg,Hq “ pH.pΣˆng q, d “ 0q.
Now, we recall from [11, 18] a couple of facts about rank 1 resonance, needed in the
sequel. Let A. be a finite cdga. For ξ P A1 b C “ A1, the Maurer–Cartan equation
reduces to dξ “ 0. Thus, F pA,Cq is naturally identified with H1pAq Ď A1, since
A0 “ C ¨ 1. By definition, R1
1
pAq “ tξ P H1pAq | H1pA, dξq ‰ 0u, where dξη “ dη` ξη,
for η P A1. Clearly, R11pAq depends only on the truncated cdga A
ď2 :“ A.{ ‘ią2 Ai, and
R1
1
pAq “ H when H1pAq “ 0. We will use the following consequence of Theorem C
from [11], applied to M “ Fpg, Γq and A “ Apg, Γq.
Theorem 2.1. For a quasi-projective manifold M with finite model A having positive
weights, E pMq is in bijection with the positive-dimensional (linear) irreducible compo-
nents of R1
1
pAq, via the correspondence f P E pMq ÞÑ imH1p f q Ď H1pAq.
The maps from Theorem 1.1 are constructed in the following way. For a subset V1 Ď
V, we denote by prV1 : Fpg, Γq Ñ Fpg, Γ
1q the regular map induced by the canonical
projection, prV1 : Σ
V
g Ñ Σ
V1
g , where Γ
1 is the full subgraph of Γ with vertex set V1. For
an elliptic curve Σ1, let δ : pΣ
2
1
,∆12q Ñ pΣ1, t0uq be the regular morphism defined by
δpz1, z2q “ z1 ´ z2. In genus 0, the regular map ρ : Fp0,K4q Ñ P
1zt0, 1,8u is defined
by ρpz1, z2, z3, z4q “ αpz4q, where α P PSL2 is the unique automorphism of P
1 sending
z1, z2, z3 to 0, 1,8 respectively. For g ě 2 and f : K1 ãÑ Γ, corresponding to i P V,
set fi :“ pri : Fpg, Γq Ñ Σg. For g “ 1 and f : K2 ãÑ Γ, corresponding to i j P E,
set fi j :“ δ ˝ pri j : Fp1, Γq Ñ Σ1zt0u. For g “ 0 and f : K4 ãÑ Γ, with vertex subset
ti jklu Ď V, set fi jkl :“ ρ ˝ pri jkl : Fp0, Γq Ñ P
1zt0, 1,8u.
Lemma 2.2. The above maps, fi, fi j and fi jkl, are admissible, of general type.
Proof. In coordinates, ρpz1, z2, z3, z4q “
z4´z1
z2´z1
: z4´z3
z2´z3
, ρp0, 1,8, zq “ z. Obviously, the
maps ρ : Fp0,K4q Ñ P
1zt0, 1,8u, δ : Fp1,K2q Ñ Σ1zt0u and the projections pr˚ :
Fpg, Γq Ñ Fpg,K|˚|q (where ˚ stands for i or i j or i jkl and | ˚ | is 1,2 or 4) are regular and
surjective. The general type condition is also clear: the spaces P1zt0, 1,8u » S 1_S 1 »
Σ1zt0u have Euler characteristic ´1 and χpΣgq ď ´2 for g ě 2.
In order to finish the proof, we show that all the fibers are connected. Let us denote by
f˚ any of the maps fi, fi j, fi jkl and by ϕ˚ the restriction of f˚ to Fpg,Knq Ď Fpg, Γq. The
fiber ϕ´1˚ pzq is dense in f
´1
˚ pzq (fix one or two or four points and move the other points
outside the diagonals zp “ zq), so it is enough to show that the fibers of ϕ˚ are connected.
The fibers of δ and ρ are path-connected:
Σ1 « δ
´1pzq Ď Fp1,K2q, Fp0,K3q « ρ
´1pzq Ď Fp0,K4q.
The fibers of ϕ˚ are path-connected as preimages of path-connected spaces through the
locally trivial fibrations pr˚ : Fpg,Knq Ñ Fpg,K|˚|q (|˚| “ 1, 2 or 4) with path-connected
fibers FpΣgztz˚u,Kn´|˚|q. 
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We recall from [13, §6] the complete description of the cdga Aď2, for A :“ Apg, Γq.
We set H. :“ H.pΣgq, withH2 “ C¨ω and with canonical symplectic basis (for g ě 1) of
H1, tx1, y1, . . . , xg, ygu, with xsys “ ω, for all s. We know from [13] that A. is generated
as an algebra by pH.qbV (with weight equal to degree) andG :“ spantGi j | i j P Eu (with
degree 1 and weight 2). The bigraded cdga map f ˚ : A.pg, Γ1q Ñ A.pg, Γq, associated to
f : Γ1 ãÑ Γ, is determined by the canonical inclusions, pH.qbV1 ãÑ pH.qbV andG1 ãÑ G.
For i P V and g ě 0, we set f ˚i ω :“ ωi and, for g ě 1, f
˚
i x
s :“ xs
i
and f ˚i y
s :“ ys
i
, for all
s. The structure of the truncated algebra Aď2 “ Aď2pg, Γq is described by
‚ A11 “ H
1pΣVg q “
À
iPV f
˚
i H
1; A12 “ G
‚ A2
2
“ H2pΣVg q
‚ A2
3
“ A1
1
b G modulo the relations (in genus g ě 1) pxs
i
´ xs
j
q b Gi j and py
s
i
´
ys
j
q bGi j, for s “ 1, . . . , g, i j P E
‚ A24 “
Ź2
Gmodulo the relationsG jk^Gik´Gi j^Gik`Gi j^G jk, for f : K3 ãÑ Γ;
note that A24 “ OS
2pAΓq, the degree 2 piece of the Orlik–Solomon algebra [20]
of the associated graphic arrangement of hyperplanes in CV
‚ dpA1
1
q “ 0; dpGi jq “ ωi ` ω j `
ř
spy
s
i
b xs
j
´ xs
i
b ys
j
q P A2
2
when g ě 1 and
dpGi jq “ ωi ` ω j when g “ 0
‚ µ :
Ź2
G Ñ A24 is the quotient map (exactly as in the graded algebra OS
.pAΓq)
‚ µ :
Ź2
A11 Ñ A
2
2 is the cup-product in the cohomology ring H
.pΣVg q
‚ µ : A11 bG Ñ A
2
3 is the quotient map
(the lower indices of f , x, y, ω,G show the position in the cartesian or tensor product; the
same convention will be used in Section 3 for a, b, z,C).
Lemma 2.3. In degree one, we have the following:
(1) If g “ 0, then H1pFp0, Γqq “ 0 if and only if every connected component of Γ is
a tree or contains a unique cycle and this cycle has an odd length.
(2) If g ě 1, then H1pFpg, Γqq “ H1pΣVg q ‰ 0.
Proof. Due to the fact that A is a model of Fpg, Γq, we have
H1pFpg, Γqq “ A11 ‘ kerpd : A
1
2 Ñ A
2
2q “ H
1pΣVg q ‘ kerpd : G Ñ H
2pΣVg qq.
We can split the differential according to the connected components of the graph Γ “
>Γpαq, V “ >Vpαq, G “ >Gpαq:
kerpd : G Ñ H2pΣVg qq “ ‘α kerpd : Gpαq Ñ H
2pΣ
Vpαq
g qq,
so we give the proof for a connected graph Γ.
For g ě 1, the coefficient of ys
i
bxs
j
in the differential of γ “
ř
i jPE ti jGi j is ti j, therefore
d : G Ñ H2pΣVg q is injective.
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For g “ 0, γ “
ř
i jPE ti jGi j is a cocycle if and only if the coefficient of ωi in dpγq is
zero, i.e.
(6)
ÿ
j, i jPE
ti j “ 0, for any i P V .
This system of equations has n equations and |E| unknowns; if χpΓq “ n´ |E| ă 0, one
can find a non-trivial solution, hence b1pFp0, Γqq ě 1. If χpΓq ě 0, we have to analyse
only two cases (since Γ is connected):
Case a: χpΓq “ 1. In this case Γ is a (finite) tree, hence it has a vertex i of degree 1;
one of the equations in the system (6) is ti j “ 0 and induction on |V| applied to the tree
Γztiu shows that the system has only the trivial solution (the induction starts with n “ 1,
when G “ 0).
Case b: χpΓq “ 0. In this case Γ » S 1 contains a unique cycle Γ0 and, possibly, some
branches; starting with a vertex of degree 1, we can eliminate these branches (if any),
like in the previous case. The system is reduced to the equations corresponding to the
vertices of Γ0, say 1, 2, . . . , l:
ti´1,i ` ti,i`1 “ 0, i ” 1, . . . , l pmod lq .
We get a non-zero solution pa,´a, a, . . . ,´aq only for l even. 
Example 2.4.
Γ1 :
‚
‚
‚ ‚
‚ ‚
‚
‚
‚
‚ ‚
‚
‚ ‚
‚
‚
‚ ‚
‚
‚
‚
‚‚
 
b1pFp0, Γ1qq “ 0 
 
❅
❅
 
❅✟✟
❆
❆
❍❍
✁
✁
 
❅
Example 2.5. Every edge is marked with its coefficient in an arbitrary cocycle; the un-
marked edges have coefficient 0.
Γ2 :
‚ ‚
‚
‚
‚ ‚ ‚
‚
‚ ‚
‚
‚‚
a
a
b
b
c
c
pa` b` c “ 0q
b1pFp0, Γ2qq “ 3
´d ´d
d d
d d´2d
✡
✡
✡
✟✟❍❍
❏
❏
❏
✟✟
✟✟
✁
✁ ❍❍ ❍❍
❆
❆
Remark 2.6. More generally, let Σ be an arbitrary complex projective manifold of di-
mension m ě 1. The full configuration space FpΣ,Knq has a remarkable cdga model,
E
.pΣ, nq; when m “ 1, E.pΣg, nq “ A.pg,Knq (see e.g. [3] for details and references
related to these models). As a graded algebra, E.pΣ, nq is generated by H.pΣnq and
G :“ spantGi j | 1 ď i ă j ď nu, taken in degree 2m ´ 1. Denote by EE
.pΣ, nq the
graded subalgebra of E.pΣ, nq generated by G. It is shown in [3] that, when Σ ‰ Σ0, the
restriction of d to EE`pΣ, nq is injective. This more general result gives an alternative
proof of Lemma 2.3(2).
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Proposition 2.7. When g ě 2, R11pApg, Γqq “
Ť
i PV imH
1p fiq is the irreducible decom-
position.
Proof. The inclusion
Ť
iPV imH
1p fiq Ď R
1
1
pApg, Γqq is an obvious consequence of Theo-
rem 2.1 and Lemma 2.2. For the proof of the opposite inclusion, we start with a non-zero
cohomology class ξ in H1pAq and a dξ-cocycle η R C ¨ ξ:
ξ “ Σi,spp
s
i x
s
i ` q
s
i y
s
i q, η “ Σi,spu
s
i x
s
i ` v
s
i y
s
i q ` Σi jPEti jGi j
(from Lemma 2.3(2), ξ has no component in G). For an arbitrary η, the differential
dξη “ dη` ξ ¨ η belongs to A
2
2
‘ A2
3
; these two components are:
A2
2
Q Σi jPEti jpωi ` ω j ` Σspy
s
i
b xs
j
´ xs
i
b ys
j
qq ` Σi,spp
s
i
xs
i
` qs
i
ys
i
q ¨ Σi,spu
s
i
xs
i
` vs
i
ys
i
q
A23 Q Σi,spp
s
i
xs
i
` qs
i
ys
i
q ¨ pΣi jPEti jGi jq “ ξ ¨ γ .
We will show that the G-component of the dξ-cocycle η, γ “ Σi jPEti jGi j, is 0. Oth-
erwise, there is an edge i j with ti j ‰ 0. Since the annihilator of Ghk is the span of
txs
h
´ xs
k
, ys
h
´ ys
k
u1ďsďg, the vanishing of the A
2
3-component of dξη implies that ξ is re-
duced to
ξ “ Σsp
spxsi ´ x
s
jq ` Σsq
spysi ´ y
s
jq
and also that γ has only one non-zero coefficient t˚ (we can normalize it: ti j “ 1). In A
2
2
,
if h ‰ i, j, the coefficients of xs
i
b xr
h
, xs
i
b yr
h
, ys
i
b xr
h
and ys
i
b yr
h
should be 0, hence
us
h
“ vs
h
“ 0 for any h ‰ i, j and any s. Hence, the A22-component of dξη is reduced to
ωi`ω j`Σspy
s
ibx
s
j´x
s
iby
s
jq`pΣsp
spxsi´x
s
jq`Σsq
spysi´y
s
jqq¨Σspu
s
i x
s
i`u
s
jx
s
j`v
s
i y
s
i`v
s
jy
s
jq;
the coefficients of the following elements in the canonical basis of A22 are 0:
ωi x
s
i
b ys
j
ys
i
b xs
j
xr
i
b xs
j
1` Σsp
svs
i
´ Σsq
sus
i
´1` psvs
j
` qsus
i
1` qsus
j
` psvs
i
prus
j
` psuri .
We show that this system has no solution. By the symmetry pp, xq Ø pq, yq, we can
suppose that there is an index s such that ps ‰ 0; if some pr “ 0, the second equation
(for sÑ r) implies that ur
i
‰ 0 and from the last equation we get ps “ 0, a contradiction.
If all the coefficients ps are non-zero, the last equation (for s “ r) implies that, for any s,
us
j
“ ´us
i
and the third equation shows that 1´ qsus
i
` psvs
i
“ 0, for any s. Adding these
g equations we find g` Σsp
svs
i
´ Σsq
sus
i
“ 0, and, comparing with the first equation, we
obtain g “ 1, again a contradiction.
Therefore, γ “ 0; the non-vanishing of H1pA, dξq is equivalent to:
dξη “ ξ ¨ η “ 0, η R C ¨ ξ .
This implies that ξ P R11pH
.pΣgqbV, d “ 0q. We infer from the Ku¨nneth formula for
resonance [17, Proposition 5.6] that ξ P imH1p fiq, for some i P V.
In conclusion, R1
1
pAq “
Ť
iPV imH
1p fiq is a finite union of linear subspaces. Since
clearly there are no redundancies, this is the irreducible decomposition, as claimed. 
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Proposition 2.8. When g “ 1, R11pAp1, Γqq “
Ť
i j PE imH
1p fi jq is the irreducible de-
composition, if E ‰ H. Otherwise, R11pAp1, Γqq “ t0u.
Proof. Suppose that E “ H. As mentioned before, Ap1,Hq “ p
Ź
pxi, yiq, d “ 0q, and it
is well known that the resonance variety R1
1
of an exterior algebra is reduced to 0.
Suppose that E is non-empty. Given a non-zero cohomology class ξ “ Σipixi`Σiqiyi P
R1
1
pAq (see Lemma 2.3(2)), we may find η “ Σiuixi ` Σiviyi ` Σi jPEti jGi j such that
dξη “ 0 and η R C ¨ ξ. We may also suppose that there is one coefficient ti j ‰ 0
(otherwise we are in the previous case). Now we can apply the argument given in the
proof of Proposition 2.7: there is only one non-zero coefficient t˚ and ξ P AnnpGi jq,
hence ξ “ ppxi´x jq`qpyi´y jq. On the other hand, it is obvious that H
1p fi jqpzq “ zi´z j,
for z P H1pΣ1zt0uq “ H
1pΣ1q.
We conclude, like in the proof of Proposition 2.7, that R11pAq “
Ť
i j PE imH
1p fi jq is
the irreducible decomposition, in this case. 
Proposition 2.9. When g “ 0 and H1pAp0, Γqq “ 0, R11pAp0, Γqq “ H.
When H1pAp0, Γqq ‰ 0, R1
1
pAp0, Γqq “ t0uY
Ť
imH1p fi jklq is the irreducible decom-
position, where the union is taken over all K4–subgraphs of Γ with vertex set ti jklu, and
t0u is omitted when Γ contains such a subgraph.
Proof. If H1pAp0, Γqq “ 0 and ξ P R1
1
pAq, the definitions imply that d0η “ dη “ 0, for
some η P A1. From this we get η “ 0, which shows that R11pAp0, Γqq “ H.
From now on, we assume H1pAq ‰ 0. For any K4 ãÑ Γ on vertices i, j, k, l, let us
denote by Ri jkl Ď H
1pAq the 2–dimensional subspace tapGi j ` Gklq ` bpGik ` G jlq `
cpG jk ` Gilq | a ` b ` c “ 0u. When Γ “ K4, we find that H
1pAp0,K4qq “ R1234, by
solving the system (6). The map H1p fi jklq is injective, since fi jkl is admissible. Therefore,
imH1p fi jklq “ Ri jkl.
The inclusion R11pAq Ě t0u Y
Ť
Ri jkl follows from Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 2.2.
Since plainly there are no redundancies in the above finite union of linear subspaces, we
are left with proving that R1
1
pAqzt0u Ď
Ť
Ri jkl. To achieve this, we will also need to
consider, for any K3 ãÑ Γ on vertices i, j, k, the linear subspace Ri jk Ď G “ OS
1pAΓq
defined by Ri jk “ taGi j ` bG jk ` cGik | a` b` c “ 0u.
If ξ P R1
1
pAqzt0u Ď Gzt0u, then dξ “ 0 and there is η P GzC ¨ ξ such that dξη “
dη` ξ ¨ η “ 0 P A2
2
‘A2
4
, or, equivalently, dη “ 0 and ξ ¨ η “ 0 P OS2pAΓq. In particular,
ξ P R11pOS
.pAΓq, d “ 0qzt0u. It follows from [22, §3.5] that either ξ P Ri jk for some
K3 ãÑ Γ, or ξ P Ri jkl for some K4 ãÑ Γ.
The first case cannot occur, since clearly Ri jkXkerpdq “ 0, by (6), and we are done. 
Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 2.2, together with Propositions 2.7–2.9, prove Theorem 1.1
from the Introduction. In the genus 0 case, the implication ”H1pAp0, Γqq “ 0 ùñ Γ has
no K4–subgraphs” is provided by Lemma 2.3(1).
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3. Malcev completion and formality
We continue our analysis of partial pure braid groups with the proof of Theorem 1.2.
Their Malcev Lie algebras are computed with the aid of the holonomy Lie algebras of
their Orlik–Solomon models, A.pg, Γq.
We will also consider a weaker notion of 1–formality: a finitely generated group pi is
filtered formal if its Malcev Lie algebramppiq is isomorphic to the lcs completion of a Lie
algebra presentable with degree 1 generators and relations homogeneous with respect to
bracket length. We recall that the free Lie algebra on a vector space, L.pWq, is graded by
bracket length. In low degrees, L1pWq “ W, and the Lie bracket identifies L2pWq withŹ2
W.
We are going to make extensive use of the following construction, introduced in [18,
Definition 4.2]. The holonomy Lie algebra of a 1–finite cdga A, hpAq, is the quotient
of LpA1˚q by the Lie ideal generated by impd˚ ` µ˚q, where d : A1 Ñ A2 (respectively
µ :
Ź2
A1 Ñ A2) is the differential (respectively the product) of the cdga Aď2, and
p¨q˚ denotes vector space duals. This Lie algebra is functorial with respect to cdga
maps, and has the following basic property. (A result similar to our theorem below was
proved by Bezrukavnikov in [5], under the additional assumption that A. is quadratic as
a graded algebra; note that this condition is not satisfied in general by finite cdga models
of spaces, in particular by the models A.p0, Γq.)
Theorem 3.1. If A is a 1–finite 1–model of a connected CW-space M, then mppi1pMqq is
isomorphic to the lcs completion of hpAq, as filtered Lie algebras.
Proof. Our approach is based on a key result obtained by Chen in [7] and refined by
Hain in [15]. This result provides the following description for the Malcev completion
of pi :“ pi1pMq, over a characteristic zero field k, in terms of iterated integrals and bar
constructions.
Consider the complete Hopf algebra xkpi, where the completion is taken with respect
to the powers of the augmentation ideal of the group ring kpi. The complete Lie algebra
mppiq is the Lie algebra of primitives, Pxkpi, endowed with the induced filtration, defined
by Quillen in [21, Appendix A]. On the other hand, let B.pAq be the differential graded
Hopf algebra obtained by applying the bar functor to the augmented cdga A., where the
augmentation sends A` to 0 and is the identity on A0 “ k ¨1; see e.g. [15, §1.1]. The dual
Hopf algebra, H0BpAq˚ “ HomkpH
0BpAq, kq, is a complete Hopf algebra, with filtration
induced from the bar filtration of H0BpAq; see [15, §2.4].
Next, let f : A1 Ñ A2 be an augmented cdga map inducing an isomorphism in Hi
for i ď 1 and a monomorphism in H2 (for short, f is an augmented 1–equivalence).
If H0pA1q “ k ¨ 1, we claim that the induced map, H0Bp f q˚ : H0BpA2q˚ Ñ H0BpA1q˚,
is a filtered isomorphism. Indeed, a standard argument based on the Eilenberg–Moore
spectral sequence (like in Proposition 1.1.1 from [15]) shows that H0Bp f q induces an
isomorphism at the associated graded level, with respect to the bar filtrations, which
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clearly implies our assertion. The fact that A. and Ω.pMq have the same Sullivan 1–
minimal model, M ., implies by rational homotopy theory [23] the existence of two
augmented 1–equivalences, M .Ñ A. and M .Ñ Ω.pMq. Here, both A. and M . are
canonically augmented, as above, since A0 “ M 0 “ k ¨ 1, and the augmentation of
Ω
.pMq is induced by the basepoint chosen for pi1pMq, as in [15].
It follows from [15, Corollary 2.4.5] that integration induces an isomorphism betweenxkpi and H0BpAq˚, as complete Hopf algebras. This leads to the aforementioned descrip-
tion of the Malcev Lie algebra: mppiq » PH0BpAq˚, as complete Lie algebras.
Now, we claim that we may assume that A. is of finite type, i.e., all graded pieces
are finite-dimensional. Indeed, the canonical cdga projection, A. ։ Aď2, is clearly a
1–equivalence. Hence, Aď2 is also a 1–model of M, by [23]. It is equally easy to check
that ι : k ¨ 1 ‘ A1 ‘ pimpdq ` impµqq ãÑ Aď2 is a cdga inclusion and a 1–equivalence.
Therefore, we may replace Aď2 by the above finite type sub–cdga, without changing the
holonomy Lie algebra, as claimed.
We may thus consider the dual cocommutative differential graded coalgebra, A. :“
A
.˚. By the standard duality between the bar construction for cdga’s and the Adams
cobar construction C for cocommutative differential graded coalgebras [1], the complete
Hopf algebras H0BpA.q˚ andxH0CpA.q are isomorphic. In concrete terms, the Hopf alge-
bra H0CpA.q is easily identified with the quotient of the primitively generated tensorial
Hopf algebra on A1, by the two-sided Hopf ideal generated by imp´d
˚ ` µ˚q, and the
completion is taken with respect to the descending filtration induced by tensor length.
Denote by qpAq the quotient of the free Lie algebra LpA1q by the Lie ideal generated
by imp´d˚`µ˚q. The above discussion shows that the complete Hopf algebras H0BpAq˚
and pUqpAq are isomorphic, where pU is Quillen’s completed universal enveloping algebra
functor from [21, Appendix A].
Plainly, ´ id : A1 Ñ A1 induces an isomorphism between the Lie algebras qpAq and
hpAq. We infer that mppiq » P pUhpAq, as complete Lie algebras.
Finally, let h be a Lie algebra, and consider the canonical Lie homomorphism from
[21, Appendix A], κ : h Ñ P pUh. By [21, A3.9 and A3.11], κ sends the lcs filtration of
h into the Malcev filtration of P pUh, inducing an isomorphism at the associated graded
level. Passing to completions, we infer that pκ : ph Ñ P pUh is a filtered Lie isomorphism.
We conclude that mppiq » yhpAq, as filtered Lie algebras, thus finishing our proof. 
When M “ Fpg, Γq and A “ Apg, Γq, set Lpg, Γq :“ hpApg, Γqq. We will denote, for
g ě 0, the basis dual to tGi jui j PE and tωiuiPV by tCi jui j PE and tziuiPV respectively. For
g ě 1, the basis dual to txs
i
, ys
i
| 1 ď i ď n, 1 ď s ď gu will be denoted tas
i
, bs
i
u.
Proposition 3.2. The Malcev Lie algebra mpPp0, Γqq is isomorphic to the lcs comple-
tion of Lp0, Γq, where the Lie algebra Lp0, Γq is the quotient of the free Lie algebra on
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tCi jui j PE by the relations
(7)
ÿ
j, i jPE
Ci j pi P Vq
(8) rCi j,Ckls pi j, kl P Eq
(9) rCi j,C jks pi j, jk P E and ik R Eq
(10) rCi j ` C jk,Ciks pi j, jk, ik P Eq
In particular, the group Pp0, Γq is always 1–formal.
Proof. We consider the following canonical basis in pA2q˚:
tziuiPV Y tCi j ^ Cklui j,klPE Y tCi j ^ C jkuikRE Y tCi j ^ Cik,Ci j ^ C jkui j,ik, jkPE
(in the product Ci j ^ Ckl we take j ą i ă k ă l, j ‰ k, l and in the last set we take
i ă j ă k, see [5]). Dualizing d and µ, where
dGi j “ ωi ` ω j , µpGik ^G jkq “ Gi j ^G jk ´Gi j ^Gik ,
we obtain the defining relations in the last row of the table (in the last two columns
i ă j ă k):
zi Ci j ^ Ckl Ci j ^ C jk Ci j ^ Cik Ci j ^ C jk
i P V cardti, j, k, lu “ 4 pik R Eq i j, ik, jk P E i j, ik, jk P E
d˚ Σ j, i jPECi j 0 0 0 0
µ˚ 0 rCi j,Ckls rCi j,C jks rCi j ` C jk,Ciks rCi j ` Cik,C jks
ó (7) (8) (9) (10) (10)
From the last two relations we obtain rCik `C jk,Ci js “ 0, hence the relation (10), where
i, j, k are arbitrarily ordered. 
Remark 3.3. By [19, Corollary 10.3], if the quasi-projective manifold M has the van-
ishing property in degree 1 W1H
1pMq “ 0, then pi1pMq is 1–formal, where W. denotes
Deligne’s weight filtration [8, 9]. According to [8, 9], W1H
1pMq “ 0 whenever M ad-
mits a smooth compactification M with b1pMq “ 0. Hence, Pp0, Γq is actually 1–formal
in this stronger sense.
Proposition 3.4. For g ě 1, the Malcev Lie algebra mpPpg, Γqq is isomorphic to the
lcs completion of Lpg, Γq, where the Lie algebra Lpg, Γq is the quotient of the free Lie
algebra on tas
i
, bs
i
u by the relations
(11) Ci j :“ ra
s
i , b
s
js “ ra
t
j, b
t
is p@i ‰ j , @s, tq
(12) Ci j “ 0 pi j R Eq
(13) rasi , b
t
js “ ra
s
j, b
t
is “ 0 p@i ă j , @s ‰ tq
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(14) rasi , a
t
js “ rb
s
i , b
t
js “ 0 p@i ‰ j , @s, tq
(15)
ÿ
j
Ci j “
ÿ
s
rbsi , a
s
i s pi P Vq
(16) rask,Ci js “ rb
s
k,Ci js “ 0 p@k ‰ i, j , @sq
In particular, Lpg, Γq is generated in degree 1 with relations in degrees 2 and 3, and
consequently the group Ppg, Γq is always filtered formal.
Proof. The canonical basis in pA2q˚ contains the list in the proof of Proposition 3.2 and
also (with indices 1 ď i ă j ď n, 1 ď s, t ď g, k ‰ i, j)
tasi b a
t
j, a
s
i b b
t
j, b
s
i b a
t
j, b
s
i b b
t
ju Y ta
s
k b Ci j, b
s
k b Ci j, a
s
i b Ci j, b
s
i b Ci ju.
To dualize d and µ, the relevant relations are
dGi j “ ωi ` ω j ` Σspy
s
i
b xs
j
´ xs
i
b ys
j
q,
µpxs
i
^ ys
i
q “ ωi, µpx
s
i
^ y t
j
q “ xs
i
b y t
j
, µpys
i
^ x t
j
q “ ys
i
b x t
j
pi ă jq,
µpxs
i
^ x t
j
q “ xs
i
b x t
j
, µpys
i
^ y t
j
q “ ys
i
b y t
j
pi ă jq,
µpxs
i
^G jkq “ x
s
i
bG jk, µpy
s
i
^G jkq “ y
s
i
bG jk,
µpxs
i
^Gi jq “ x
s
i
bGi j “ µpx
s
j
^Gi jq, µpy
s
i
^Gi jq “ y
s
i
bGi j “ µpy
s
j
^Gi jq.
The defining relations are obtained in the last row of the following table. The indices in
columns 4 and 5 satisfy i ă j ă k (for any Cpq in the table, pq P E, and the entries in
columns 6 and 7 are to be replaced by 0 in the second row, when i j R E):
0 1 2 3 4 5
zi Ci j ^ Ckl Ci j ^ C jk Ci j ^ Cik Ci j ^ C jk
i P V cardti, j, k, lu “ 4 pik R Eq i j, ik, jk P E i j, ik, jk P E
d˚ Σ j, i jPECi j 0 0 0 0
µ˚ Σsra
s
i
, bs
i
s rCi j,Ckls rCi j,C jks rCi j ` C jk,Ciks rCi j ` Cik,C jks
ó (15) (17) (20) (19) (19)
6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
as
i
b bt
j
bs
i
b at
j
as
i
b at
j
bs
i
b bt
j
as
k
b Ci j b
s
k
b Ci j a
s
i
b Ci j b
s
i
b Ci j
i ă j i ă j i ă j i ă j k ‰ i, j k ‰ i, j i ă j i ă j
´δstCi j δstCi j 0 0 0 0 0 0
ras
i
, bt
j
s rbs
i
, at
j
s ras
i
, at
j
s rbs
i
, bt
j
s ras
k
,Ci js rb
s
k
,Ci js ra
s
i
` as
j
,Ci js rb
s
i
` bs
j
,Ci js
(11-13) (11-13) (14) (14) (16) (16) (18) (18)
Note that, when i j P E, in the relations (11) Ci j is the dual of Gi j. The relations (16)
are obtained in columns 10 and 11 for i j P E and, otherwise, are a trivial consequence of
(12). It remains to prove that the relations (11)-(16) imply the following list
(17) rCi j,Ckls “ 0 pif cardti, j, k, lu “ 4q
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(18) rasi ` a
s
j,Ci js “ rb
s
i ` b
s
j,Ci js “ 0 p@i ‰ j , @sq
(19) rCi j ` C jk,Ciks “ 0 pif i j, ik, jk P Eq
(20) rCi j,C jks “ 0 pif i j, jk P E and ik R Eq
The first relation is obvious:
rCi j,Ckls “ rCi j, ra
s
k, b
s
l ss “ 0 pby (11) and (16)q .
The second equation comes from the equalities
ras
j
,Ci js “ ra
s
j
,ΣkCiks pby (16)q
“ ras
j
,Σtrb
t
i
, at
i
ss pby (15)q
“ ras
j
, rbs
i
, as
i
ss pby (13) and (14)q
“ rCi j, a
s
i
s pby (11) and (14)q
(by symmetry, we get rbs
i
` bs
j
,Ci js “ 0).
Using (18), we can finish the proof as follows:
rCi j ` C jk,Ciks “ rra
s
i
, bs
j
s ` ras
k
, bs
j
s,Ciks pby (11)q
“ rras
i
` as
k
, bs
j
s,Ciks “ 0 pby (16) and (18)q ,
and finally (20) may be established as follows:
rCi j,C jks “ rCi j, ra
s
j
, bs
k
ss pby (11)q
“ rrCi j, a
s
j
s, bs
k
s pby (16)q
“ ´rrCi j, a
s
i
s, bs
k
s pby (18)q
“ ´rCi j, ra
s
i
, bs
k
ss “ 0 pby (16), (11) and (12)q .

Example 3.5. Note that filtered formality is strictly weaker than 1–formality, as shown
by the Torelli group in genus 3, which has cubic, non-1-formal Malcev Lie algebra, cf.
Hain’s work from [16].
Proposition 3.6. Suppose that either g ě 2, or g “ 1 and Γ contains no K3. Then the
group Ppg, Γq is 1–formal.
Proof. The cubic relations (16) follow from the quadratic relations: if g ě 2, take t ‰ s;
then
rask,Ci js “ ra
s
k, ra
t
i, b
t
jss “ 0 pby (11), (13) and (14)q;
if g “ 1 and, say, ik R E, we find
ra1k,Ci js “ ra
1
k , ra
1
j , b
1
i ss “ 0 pby (11), (12) and (14)q.

Proposition 3.7. If g “ 1 and Γ contains a K3 subgraph, then the group Pp1, Γq is not
1–formal.
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Proof. When g ě 1 and f : Γ1 ãÑ Γ is arbitrary, note that f˚ : H1pΣ
V
g q ։ H1pΣ
V1
g q
extends to a graded Lie surjection, f˚ : L
.pH1pΣVg qq։ L.pH1pΣV1g qq, which preserves the
graded parts of the defining Lie ideals (11)– (16). Furthermore, the canonical injection
f: : H1pΣ
V1
g q ãÑ H1pΣ
V
g q extends to a graded Lie monomorphism, f: : L
.pH1pΣV1g qq ãÑ
L
.pH1pΣVg qq, which preserves the cubic relations (16). Therefore, the 1–formality of
Pp1, Γq would imply the 1–formality of Pp1,K3q, in contradiction with [12, Example
10.1]. 
Remark 3.8. It follows from Proposition 2.7 and [17, Proposition 5.6] that, when g ě 2,
R1
1
pA.pg, Γqq “ R1
1
pH.pΣVg qq, for any graph Γ. Nevertheless, mpPpg, Γqq fi mppi1pΣVg qq,
if E ‰ H. Indeed, assuming the contrary we infer from [23] that the spaces Fpg, Γq
and ΣVg have isomorphic decomposable subspaces in the cohomology ring, in degree
2: DH2pFpg, Γqq » DH2pΣVg q. Plainly, DH
2pΣVg q “ H
2pΣVg q. The description of the
Orlik–Solomon model A.pg, Γq from Section 2 readily implies that DH2pFpg, Γqq “
H2pΣVg q{dG. By Lemma 2.3(2), the above two vector spaces DH
2 have different dimen-
sions if E ‰ H, a contradiction.
4. Non-abelian representation varieties and jump loci
Finally, we analyze germs at 1 of rank 2 non-abelian representation varieties and their
degree one topological Green–Lazarsfeld loci for partial pure braid groups, via admis-
sible maps and Orlik–Solomon models, and we prove Theorem 1.3. In this section,
G “ SL2pCq or its standard Borel subgroup, with Lie algebra g “ sl2 or sol2. Key to our
computations is the well-known fact that rA, Bs “ 0 in g if and only if ranktA, Bu ď 1.
If S “ S zF is a quasi-projective curve, where S is projective and F Ď S is a
finite subset, then pS , Fq is the unique smooth compactification of S . For a quasi-
projective manifold M, it is known that there is a convenient smooth compactification,
M “ MzD, where D is a hypersurface arrangement in M, which has the property that
every admissible map of general type, f : M Ñ S , is induced by a regular morphism,
f : pM,Dq Ñ pS , Fq. These in turn induce cdga maps between Orlik–Solomon models,
denoted f ˚ : A.pS , Fq Ñ A.pM,Dq. By naturality, we obtain an inclusion
(21) F pA.pM,Dq, gq Ě F 1pA.pM,Dq, gq Y
ď
fPE pMq
f ˚F pA.pS , Fq, gq .
For any finite-dimensional representation θ : gÑ glpVq, we also know from [18, Corol-
lary 3.8] that ΠpA, θq Ď Rk
1
pA, θq, if HkpAq ‰ 0.
Let t f : B.
f
Ñ A.u be a finite family of cdga maps between finite objects.
Proposition 4.1. Assume that H1pAq ‰ 0. For every f , suppose that B.
f
“ Bď2
f
,
χpH.pB f qq ă 0 and f is a monomorphism. If R11pAq “
Ť
f imH
1p f q and (21) holds
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as an equality for the family t f : B.
f
Ñ A.u, then
(22) R11pA, θq “ ΠpA, θq Y
ď
f
f ˚F pB f , gq ,
for any finite-dimensional representation θ : gÑ glpVq.
Proof. The inclusion ”Ě”. The fact that ΠpA, θq Ď R1
1
pA, θq is due to the assump-
tion H1pAq ‰ 0. The equality R1
1
pB f , θq “ F pB f , gq follows from [18, Proposi-
tion 2.4], since B.
f
“ Bď2
f
and χpH.pB f qq ă 0. Lemma 2.6 from [18] implies that
f ˚R11pB f , θq Ď R
1
1pA, θq, since f is injective in degree 1. To verify the inclusion ”Ď”,
pick ω P R1
1
pA, θqz
Ť
f f
˚F pB f , gq. We infer from (21) that ω “ η b g, with dη “ 0
and g P g. Theorem 1.2 from [18] says then that there is an eigenvalue λ of θpgq such
that λη P R11pAq. If det θpgq ‰ 0, then λ ‰ 0. Since R
1
1pAq “
Ť
f imH
1p f q, we deduce
that η “ f ˚η f , for some f and some η f P H
1pB f q. Hence, f
˚pη f b gq P F pA, gq. The
injectivity of f forces then η f b g P F pB f , gq. This implies that ω P f
˚F pB f , gq, a
contradiction. Consequently, ω P ΠpA, θq, and we are done. 
Let A be a finite model of the finite space M. If b1pMq “ 0, then it follows from
[21] that mppi1pMqq “ 0. Theorems A and B in [11] together imply then that both
germs Homppi1pMq,Gqp1q and F pA, gqp0q contain only the origin. Furthermore, b1pMq “
0 implies that V 1
1
pM, ιqp1q “ R
1
1
pA, θqp0q “ H, cf. [11, Theorem B] and [18, (15)].
For a quasi-projective manifold M with b1pMq ą 0, it follows from [11, Example 5.3]
that we may always find a convenient compactification (by adding at infinity a normal
crossing divisor) which satisfies all hypotheses from Proposition 4.1, for the family t f ˚ :
A.pS , Fq Ñ A.pM,Dqu fPE pMq, except possibly the last assumption.
In this way, we infer from Remark 3.3 and Proposition 4.1 that the genus 0 case of
Theorem 1.3 becomes a consequence of the following general result.
Theorem 4.2. If b1pMq ą 0 and W1H
1pMq “ 0, then equality holds in (21), for a
convenient compactification with normal crossings and for g “ sl2 or sol2.
Proof. For every f P E pMq, note that H.p f q : H.pS q Ñ H.pMq is injective (see e.g.
[11, Example 5.3]). Our vanishing assumption on W1H
1pMq implies that H1pMq “ 0,
cf. [8, 9]. Hence, W1H
1pS q “ 0.
Let A.. :“ A.pM,Dq be the Gysin model, and assume that W1H1pMq “ 0. Then
A1 “ A12, by [19]. Set Z
1
2 :“ H
1pAq Ď A12, and denote by A
.
Z Ď A
ď2 the sub–cdga with
d “ 0 defined by A0
Z
“ Q ¨ 1, A1Z “ Z
1
2 and A
2
Z “ µp
Ź2
Z12q Ď A
2
4. Note that dpA
1
2q Ď A
2
2.
We infer that the cdga inclusion ι : A.
Z
ãÑ Aď2 is a 1–equivalence, i.e., it induces an
isomorphism in H1 and a monomorphism in H2. On the other hand, it follows from the
definitions that the variety F pA, gq depends only on the co-restrictions of d : A1 Ñ A2
and µ :
Ź2
A1 Ñ A2 to the subspace impdq ` impµq Ď A2, for any cdga A and any Lie
algebra g. Therefore, we have an inclusion ι˚ : F pAZ , gq Ď F pA, gq.
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Since ι is a 1–equivalence, it follows from Theorem 3.9 and §§7.3–7.5 in [11] that
F pAZ, gq and F pA, gq have the same analytic germs at 0. Now, we recall from [11] that
both cdga’s, A and AZ , have positive weights, and the associated C
ˆ-actions preserve
the varieties F pAZ, gq, F pA, gq and the origin 0. This implies that all irreducible com-
ponents of F pA, gq pass through 0, and similarly for F pAZ , gq. This in turn is enough
to infer that actually F pAZ, gq “ F pA, gq, since the germs at 0 are equal. Moreover,
F pAZ, gq “ F pH
.pAq, gq, by construction.
The equalities F pA.pM,Dq, gq “ F pH.pMq, gq and F pA.pS , Fq, gq “ F pH.pS q, gq
are clearly compatible with the natural maps induced by f : pM,Dq Ñ pS , Fq, for any
f P E pMq. Plainly F 1pA.pM,Dq, gq depends only on H1pMq and g. Thus, we may
replace in (21) A.pM,Dq by pH.pMq, d “ 0q and A.pS , Fq by pH.pS q, d “ 0q. In this
way, our claim reduces to the equality proved in [18, Corollary 7.2(55)]. 
In positive genus, we are going to describe explicitly the convenient compactifications
from Theorem 1.3, and check that all hypotheses from Proposition 4.1 hold for the as-
sociated families of cdga maps, t f ˚ : A.pS , Fq Ñ A.pM,Dqu fPE pMq, except the last
assumption.
When g ě 2, M :“ Fpg, Γq “ ΣVg zDΓ is a convenient compactification: for i P V,
the regular morphism fi :“ pri : pΣ
V
g ,DΓq Ñ pΣg,Hq extends the admissible map fi :
Fpg, Γq Ñ Σg from Lemma 2.2. By Lemma 2.3(2), H
1pApg, Γqq ‰ 0, for g ě 1. Clearly,
B
.
f
“ Bď2
f
and χpH.pB f qq ă 0, for any f P E pMq, since B.f “ pH.pΣgq, d “ 0q. It is easy
to check that f ˚ : A.pg, Γ1q Ñ A.pg, Γq is injective in degree .ď 2, for any f : Γ1 ãÑ Γ
and g ě 0. Finally, the assumption on R11pApg, Γqq in Proposition 4.1 follows from
Proposition 2.7.
In genus g “ 1, M :“ Fp1, Γq “ ΣV
1
zDΓ is again a convenient compactification. For
i j P E, denote by pri j : pΣ
V
1
,DΓq Ñ pΣ
2
1
,DK2q the regular morphism induced by projec-
tion. Let δ : pΣ2
1
,DK2q Ñ pΣ1, t0uq be the regular morphism induced by the difference
map of the elliptic curve Σ1. Then clearly the regular morphism fi j :“ δ ˝ pri j extends
the admissible map fi j : Fp1, Γq Ñ Σ1zt0u from Lemma 2.2. For any f P E pMq,
B.
f
“ A.pΣ1, t0uq “ Bď2f is given by B0f “ C ¨ 1, B1f “ spantx, y, gu and B2f “ C ¨ O.
The differential is given by dx “ dy “ 0 and dg “ O, and the multiplication table
is xg “ yg “ 0 and xy “ O. The hypotheses on B.
f
from Proposition 4.1 are clearly
satisfied. It follows from naturality of Orlik–Solomon models [13] that δ˚x “ x1 ´ x2,
δ˚y “ y1 ´ y2, and δ
˚g “ G12. In particular, δ
˚ : A.pΣ1, t0uq ãÑ A.p1,K2q is injective,
which proves the injectivity of B.
f
Ñ A. for any f P E pMq. Finally, the assumption on
R1
1
pAp1, Γqq in Proposition 4.1 follows from Proposition 2.8, when E ‰ H. Otherwise,
the claims in Theorem 1.3 follow from [18, Corollary 7.7].
By virtue of Proposition 4.1, we have thus reduced the proof of Theorem 1.3 in positive
genus to checking that (21) holds as an equality for the families t f ˚ : A.pS , Fq Ñ
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A
.pM,Dqu fPE pMq described above. To verify this equality, we will use another basic
property of the holonomy Lie algebra of a cdga A, proved in Proposition 4.5 from [18].
This result allows us to naturally replace the variety of flat connections F pA, gq by the
variety of Lie homomorphisms, HomLiephpAq, gq, and F
1pA, gq by Hom1LiephpAq, gq :“
tϕ P HomLiephpAq, gq | dim impϕq ď 1u.
Proposition 4.3. If ϕ P HomLiephpAp1, Γqq, gqzHom
1
LiephpAp1, Γqq, gq, there is i j P E
such that ϕ P f ˚
i j
HomLiephpApΣ1, t0uqq, gq.
Proof. For g ě 1, the holonomy Lie algebra hpApg, Γqq is isomorphic to the Lie algebra
Lpg, Γq from Proposition 3.4. By (14), a morphism ϕ P HomLiephpAp1, Γqq, gq satisfies
rϕpaiq, ϕpa jqs “ rϕpbiq, ϕpb jqs “ 0 ,
therefore ϕ is defined by two elements v,w P g and two n-vectors α˚ “ pαiq, β˚ “ pβiq:
ϕpaiq “ αiv, ϕpbiq “ βiw .
Equation (11) implies that pαiβ j´α jβiqrv,ws “ 0. If ϕ R Hom
1
LiephpAp1, Γqq, gq, we have
α˚ ‰ 0, β˚ ‰ 0 and rv,ws ‰ 0, hence ranktα˚, β˚u “ 1. Equation (15) is equivalent to
Σ jrai, b js “ Σ jra j, bis “ 0 pi P Vq ;
together with relation (14), these imply that Σiai,Σibi are central elements, therefore
their images Σiαiv, Σiβiw are 0. In particular, at least two components of α˚ (and the
same components of β˚) are non-zero.
We will show that α˚ and β˚ have exactly two non-zero components. Relations (11)
and (16) imply that, for any three distinct indices i, j, k,
αkαiβ jrv, rv,wss “ βkαiβ jrw, rv,wss “ 0 .
The two brackets rv, rv,wss, rw, rv,wss cannot be both 0 (otherwise ranktv,wu “ 1); if
rv, rv,wss ‰ 0, we have (for any three indices) αkαiβ j “ 0, which proves our claim
(similarly if rw, rv,wss ‰ 0).
We infer that ϕ must be of the form
(23) ϕpaiq “ αv, ϕpa jq “ ´αv, ϕpakq “ 0, ϕpbiq “ βw, ϕpb jq “ ´βw, ϕpbkq “ 0 ,
with α, β ‰ 0 (where k ‰ i, j). Therefore, i j P E, by (12).
The description of A.pΣ1, t0uq implies, by a straightforward computation, that the
Lie algebra hpApΣ1, t0uqq is the quotient of the free Lie algebra Lpx
˚, y˚, g˚q by the
relation g˚ ` rx˚, y˚s “ 0, where tx˚, y˚, g˚u is the basis dual to tx, y, gu. There-
fore, hpApΣ1, t0uqq “ Lpx
˚, y˚q. Moreover, the description of the action of δ˚ and
pr˚i j on Orlik–Solomon models implies, by taking duals, that the Lie homomorphism
fi j˚ : hpAp1, Γqq Ñ hpApΣ1, t0uqq sends ai to x
˚, a j to ´x
˚, bi to y
˚, b j to ´y
˚, and ak, bk
to 0 for k ‰ i, j; see [18, Definition 4.2].
Define ψ P HomLiephpApΣ1, t0uqq, gq by x
˚ ÞÑ αv, y˚ ÞÑ βw. By (23), ϕ “ f ˚i j pψq. 
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Proposition 4.4. Assume that g ě 2. If ϕ P HomLiephpApg, Γqq, gqzHom
1
LiephpApg, Γqq, gq,
there is i P V such that ϕ P f ˚
i
HomLiephpApΣg,Hqq, gq.
Proof. The holonomy Lie algebra of ApΣg,Hq “ Apg,K1q is generated by the ele-
ments ta1, b1, . . . , ag, bgu modulo the relation Σsra
s, bss “ 0, hence a morphism ψ P
HomLiephpApΣg,Hqq, gq is defined by 2g elements v
1,w1, . . . , vg,wg P g satisfying the
relation Σsrv
s,wss “ 0.
It is sufficient to show that, for ϕ P HomLiephpApg, Γqq, gqzHom
1
LiephpApg, Γqq, gq, there
is an index i such that, for any j ‰ i and any t, ϕpa t
j
q “ ϕpb t
j
q “ 0: this implies, via (11),
that ϕpC jkq “ 0 (for any j ‰ k) and, using (15), that Σsrϕpa
s
i
q, ϕpbs
i
qs “ 0.
Denote by A and B the span of tϕpa˚˚qu and tϕpb
˚
˚qu respectively. As dim impϕq ě 2,
we have to analyze only two cases:
Case 1: dimpAq “ dimpBq “ 1. In this case there are two linearly independent
elements v,w P g and indices pi, sq, pk, tq such that
ϕparjq “ α
r
j v, ϕpb
r
jq “ β
r
jw, for any j, r and α
s
i ‰ 0 ‰ β
t
k .
Relation (13) and rv,ws ‰ 0 imply that β rj “ 0 if j ‰ i and r ‰ s; from the hypothesis
g ě 2 and relation (11), we obtain
ϕpCi jq “ α
s
iβ
s
jrv,ws “ α
r
i β
r
j rv,ws “ 0 ,
hence β r
j
“ 0 for any j ‰ i and any r. This implies that k “ i and, by symmetry, that
α rj “ 0 for any j ‰ i and any r.
Case 2: dimpAq ě 2 (by symmetry, the case dimpBq ě 2 can be treated in the same
way). In this case there are indices i “ j, s ‰ t and two linearly independent elements
vs, v t P g such that
ϕpasi q “ v
s, ϕpatjq “ v
t
(i ‰ j contradicts relation (14), since rvs, v ts ‰ 0). For any k ‰ i and any r, we obtain
from (14) that
rϕpasi q, ϕpa
r
kqs “ rϕpa
t
iq, ϕpa
r
kqs “ 0 , hence ϕpa
r
kq “ 0 .
Using relation (13), the same argument applied to br
k
shows that ϕpbr
k
q “ 0 for any k ‰ i
and any r ‰ s, t. Again from (13), rϕpat
i
q, ϕpbs
k
qs “ 0. On the other hand, by (11),
rϕpas
i
q, ϕpbs
k
qs “ rϕpat
k
q, ϕpbt
i
qs “ 0. Hence, ϕpbr
k
q “ 0 for any k ‰ i and r “ s, t, and we
are done. 
Propositions 4.3 and 4.4 complete the proof of Theorem 1.3. Similar results were
obtained in [18], for quasi-projectivemanifolds with 1–formal fundamental group. (Note
that pH.pS q, d “ 0q is a finite model of a quasi-projective curve S , and F ppH.pS q, d “
0q, gq is computed in Lemma 7.3 from [18], when χpS q ă 0.) They were based on the
following algebraic construction. Let A. be a 1–finite cdga with linear resonance, i.e.,
R1
1
pAq “
Ť
CPC C is a finite union of linear subspaces of H
1pAq. For each C P C, let
A
.
C ãÑ A
ď2 be the sub-cdga defined by A0
C
“ C ¨ 1, A1C “ C and A
2
C “ A
2.
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Proposition 4.5 ([18], Proposition 5.3). If in addition d “ 0 then
F pA, gq “ F 1pA, gq Y
ď
CPC
F pAC , gq ,
for g “ sl2 or sol2.
Example 4.6. The geometric formulae from Theorem 1.3, based on Orlik–Solomon
models, seem to be the right extension of the similar results in [18], beyond the 1-
formal case. Indeed, let us consider for A. “ A.p1, Γq the linear decomposition of
R1
1
Aq from Proposition 2.8, case E ‰ H. We claim that, for each C “ imH1p fi jq,
F pAC , gq “ F
1pAC , gq, when g “ sl2 or sol2. This implies that the algebraic formula
from Proposition 4.5 reduces in this case to the equality F pA, gq “ F 1pA, gq. On the
other hand, we have seen that hpApΣ1, t0uqq is a free Lie algebra on two generators, and
therefore F pApΣ1, t0uq, gq contains an element not in F
1pApΣ1, t0uq, gq. Consequently,
if i j P E then it follows from Theorem 1.3 that f ˚i jF pApΣ1, t0uq, gqzF
1pAp1, Γq, gq ‰ H.
Thus, the algebraic formula does not hold.
To compute hpACq, we may replace A
2
C
by µCp
Ź2
Cq. Note that dC “ 0, C is two-
dimensional generated by xi´ x j and yi´y j, and pxi´ x jqpyi´y jq ‰ 0. It follows that the
holonomy Lie algebra hpACq is two-dimensional abelian. Therefore, HomLiephpACq, gq “
Hom1LiephpACq, gq, as claimed.
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